1 import microfluidic_thermometer as mt 2 3 filename = " 00000. png " 4 mt . get_scale ( filename , distance =2.5) 5 mt . calib rate_ one_ conc entration ( filename , 6 freezing_point_1 =0) 7 8 filename = " 86420. png " 9 mt . get_scale ( filename , distance =2.5) 10 mt . calibra te _f iv e_ co nc en trations ( filename , 11 freezing_point_1 = -5.08 , 12 freezing_point_2 = -3.70 , 13 freezing_point_3 = -2.41 , 14 freezing_point_4 = -1.19 , 15 freezing_point_5 =0.0) 16 17 filename = " 08408. png " 18 mt . get_scale ( filename , distance =2.5) 19 mt . measure_unknown ( filename , 20 freezing_point_1 =0 , 21 freezing_point_2 = -5.08) 22 23 mt . report ( " report . txt " ) Line 4 calls the get scale function, which is used to determine the scale of the image. This is necessary if subsequent images were acquired at a different magnification or pixel resolution than the current image. The argument distance = 2.5 tells the code the actual length of a known feature on the chip; in this case the distance between two channel edges in the microfluidic thermometer is 2.5 millimeters. When this script is executed, Line 4 makes a window appear:
The window instructs the user to "click on the right edge of one channel." After the edge is clicked, a triangular marker is placed on the edge and the user is instructed to "click the right edge of an adjacent channel:
After the second edge is clicked, another triangular marker is placed on the edge, and the scale of the image is reported to the user ("Image scale is 19 µm/pixel") and is saved for future use:
Line 5 calls the calibrate one concentration function, which is used to analyze the uniformity of an isotherm across the channels in the thermometer chip. The argument freezing point 1 = 0.0 tells the code the known freezing point of the solution in all five channels of the chip; in this case the channels are filled with water so the freezing point is 0
• C. The window instructs the user to "click the first interface with freezing point 0
After the user clicks on the solid-liquid interface in the first channel, triangular markers and a label are added to the plot to indicate the known temperature at the interface, and the user is instructed to "click second interface with freezing point 0
This process repeats, instructing the user to click the third solid-liquid interface: the fourth interface:
and the fifth interface:
The variation of the interface locations in the vertical dimension is reported to the user ("Standard deviation of the interface locations is 122 µm") and is saved for future use:
Finally, the software automatically saves two plots (normal and closeup) of the vertical location of each solid-liquid interface vs. the horizontal location of the interface: Line 19 calls the measure unknown function, which is used to measure the freezing point of a solution when the other four channels are filled with two solutions with known freezing points. The arguments freezing point 1 = 0.0 and freezing point 2 = -5.08 tell the code the known freezing point of the solution in channels A and D is 0
• C and the known freezing point of the solution in channels B and E is −5.08
• C. The window instructs the user to click the locations of each solid-liquid interface in the chip, first the interfaces at freezing point 0
• C:
and finally the interface in the channel containing the "unknown" freezing point solution:
Finally, the freezing point of the "unknown" solution is reported to the user ("freezing point of unknown is −2.28
Line 23 uses the report function to save a summary of the analysis of these three images in a text file with the specified name.
